In this document we show precision (P) and recall (R) and mode precision (mode P) and mode recall (mode R) as described in our scoring documentation 1 . In tables 1 to 4 we have ordered systems according to recall on the best task, and in tables 5 to 8 according to recall on oot. In tables 3, 4, 7 and 8 we show further analysis of results using the subset of items which were i) NOT identified as multiwords (NMWT) ii) scored only on non multiword substitutes from both annotators and systems (i.e. no spaces) (NMWS) iii) items where the sentences were selected randomly (RAND) and iv) items where the sentences were selected manually (MAN). We retain the same ordering of systems for this further analysis. Although there are further differences in the systems which would warrant reranking on an individual analysis, since we combined the subanalyses in one table we keep the order as for 1 and 5 respectively for ease of comparison.
Results and Baselines
In this document we show precision (P) and recall (R) and mode precision (mode P) and mode recall (mode R) as described in our scoring documentation 1 . In tables 1 to 4 we have ordered systems according to recall on the best task, and in tables 5 to 8 according to recall on oot. In tables 3, 4, 7 and 8 we show further analysis of results using the subset of items which were i) NOT identified as multiwords (NMWT) ii) scored only on non multiword substitutes from both annotators and systems (i.e. no spaces) (NMWS) iii) items where the sentences were selected randomly (RAND) and iv) items where the sentences were selected manually (MAN). We retain the same ordering of systems for this further analysis. Although there are further differences in the systems which would warrant reranking on an individual analysis, since we combined the subanalyses in one table we keep the order as for 1 and 5 respectively for ease of comparison.
We produced baselines using WordNet 2.1 (Miller et al., 1993 ) and a number of distributional similarity measures. For the WordNet best baseline we found the best ranked synonym using the criteria 1 to 4 below in order. For WordNet oot we found up to 10 synonyms using criteria 1 to 4 in order until 10 were found:
1. Synonyms from the first synset of the target word, and ranked with frequency data obtained from the BNC (Leech, 1992) . 3. Synonyms from all synsets of the target word, and ranked using the BNC frequency data.
4. synonyms from the hypernyms (verbs and nouns) or closely related classes (adjectives) of all synsets of the target, ranked with the BNC frequency data.
We also produced best and oot baselines using the distributional similarity measures l1, jaccard, cosine, lin (Lin, 1998) and αSD (Lee, 1999) 2 . We took the word with the largest similarity (or smallest distance for αSD and l1) for best and the top 10 for oot.
For mw detection and identification we used WordNet to detect if a multiword in WordNet which includes the target word occurs within a window of 2 words before and 2 words after the target word. 
